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ABSTRACT
Carter, R M , 1975 A discussion and classlfmatlon of subaqueous mass-transport with
particular application to gram-flow, slurry-flow,and fluxoturbldltes Earth-Sci Rev,
11 145--177
Sediments will remmn at rest on the sea-floor provided forces of shear resistance
exceed the downslope shear stress imposed by gravity The shear resmtance of granular
water-saturated sediments IS dmcussed within the constraints imposed by the Coulomb
model of shear failure, and the phenomena of thixotropy, liquefaction, retrogressive flow
shdlng and fluidizatlon are discussed as mechanisms for producing the mass-mobllmation
of sediment Processes of laminar mass-flow (= inertia flow) are broadly divided into
those involving water as the interstitial fluid (gram-flow) and those having an interstitial
fluid of enhanced viscosity (slurry-flow) Recent and experimental examples of inertiaflow are summarised and dmcussed under the headings gram-fall, grain-flow, slump-creep
and fluxoturbldltes It is concluded that gram-flow and slump-creep deposits may be
more widespread in the sedimentary record than present reports indicate It is recommended that the term fluxoturbIdite be restricted to its original sense, to describe the
deposits of proximal turbldlteS in which the lmmediate|y pre-depositlonal transport was
by inertia-flow A suggested terminology for subaqueous mass-transport processes and
their products is summarmed in the form of a flow-chart, terminological distinction being
drawn between the processes of mobllmatlon, transport and deposition of the sediment,
and between the various sedimentary beds or facies that result from emplacement by
mass-transport

INTRODUCTION

The modem development of the theory of turbidity current flow (Daly,
1936) marks a highly significant moment m the hmtory of sedlmentology.
Though their existence was initially controversial, turbidity currents are fairly readily reproduced m the laboratory (I~uenen, 1937), and experimental
work has therefore allowed a theoretncal understandmg to be attained
through the classic techmques of fluid dynamms (Kuenen, 1948; Kuenen and
Mlghonni, 1950, Mlddleton, 1970); "by about 1954, serious study shifted
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from questmnmg the existence of turbidity currents to estabhshmg their
charactenstms" (Menard, 1964).
Another important advance, but of a technological nature, was the development of the contmuous seismm profiler (Smith, 1958), an accidental byproduct of conventional echo-sounding bathymetnc techniques (Veatch and
Smith, 1939). This instrument for the first time allowed 'direct' observation
of the major structure, distribution and thickness of sediments underlying
the ocean floor. Use of the seismic profiler has resolved another long-standmg controversy of sedimentary geology that of the nature and importance
of down-slope slumpmg and shdmg m manne situations. It is now clear
(Heezen and Drake, 1963; Stanley, 1970; Lewis, 1971) that this process is
volumetncally unportant in modern oceans, and that it may operate on
slopes as low as 1 ° .
Between these two extreme types of sediment movement, i.e., between
fully turbulent flow and elastm-plastm slumping or shdmg, there exists a
continuous spectrum of controversial processes to which the term subaqueous mass flow has been apphed (Dott, 1963) In terms of dynamm
analysis, both subaenal and subaqueous massflow lie on the boundary between fluid dynamics and rheology (Fisher, 1971). Until the recent work of
Johnson and Hampton (1969), Johnson (1970) and Hampton (1972) on
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debns-flows and slurry-flows, the only experimental works with direct apphcation to geological mass-flow phenomena were those of Bagnold (1954,
1956), who was p n m a n l y concerned with the process of grain-flow sensu
lato, and Metzner and Whltlock (1958), who summansed work on non-Newtoman dilatant behavlour m concentrated free-grained suspensions
Many mass-flow phenomena revolve the transport of a dtspersed sohd
phase (e.g. large pebbles or fragments) m a continuous flutd phase (e.g.
water, or mud-water slurry) (Holhday, 1966), and since this is a common
mdustnal problem one might expect that hydrauhc engineering hterature
would contain experLmental data relevant to geological mass-flow processes.
Unfortunately the kmetm complexity is such that "understanding of sohdhqmd suspension flow m pipes is still quite limited" (Mlh, 1972), and Babcock (1968) rather gloomily concludes that "hydraulic transportation is a
commonplace mystery", and that "today we are still groping for the equivalent of Hooke's Law".
Thus there is an absence of comprehensive experimental data, and this has
posed a substantial dilemma for the field geologist faced with the task of
mfernng deposltmnal process from sednnentological results Hawng conceded, with Eldredge and Gould (1972), that purely objective documentatmn is logically impossible, the temptatmn is always to tailor field observatmns to presently known processes of sediment deposltmn, rather than to tm
them to speculative theoretmal posmblhtms; it is therefore not surprising that
many published studms of flysch sequences place great emphasis on features
exphcable by the turbidity current hypothesis, and tend to be somewhat
sceptmal regardmg depomtmn of individual beds by other mass-transport
processes. However, a substantaal number of wnters (Crowell, 1957; Wood
and Smith, 1957; Dzulynskl et al, 1959; Dott, 1963, Peterson, 1965, Sanders, 1965; Scott, 1966; Stauffer, 1967; Fisher and Matt~son, 1968, Jacka et
al., 1968, Van Hoorn, 1969, Kelhng and Woollands, 1969; Aalto and Dott,
1970; Fisher, 1971; Piper and Normark, 1971, Chipping, 1972, Lowe, 1972,
Schlager and Schlager, 1973, Carter and Lmdqvlst, m press) remmn unconvmced that the turbidity current mode of sednnent emplacement plays the
sole, or even major, part m depositmn of proximal flysch facies, and all fmd
substantial evidence for various types of mass-flow, partmularly gram-flow
sensu lato, other writers (e.g. Stanley, 1967, Walker, 1967; Wezel, 1968; Van
Hoorn, 1969, Corbett, 1970) argue that the deposits m questmn, often
'fluxoturbldltes' m the broad sense of Dzulynskl et al. (1959), are mostly
proximal turbldltes, with Mlddleton (1970 p. 267) even concluding that "it
is probable that the distmctmn between turbidity currents and gram-flows
has been given too much prommence by some geologists". However, grmnflow undoubtedly exists as a process that is m at least some instances distract
from turbidity flow, and cannot thus be brushed aside, contrary to Mlddleton's suggestion, the development of field critena by whmh the deposits of
various mass-flow processes can be dffferentmted from turb~dltes, and from
each other, ~s a most pressmg need (cf. Stauffer, 1967, Walker, 1970).
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This paper summanses some of the pubhshed experimental and fmld ewdence for laminar mass-flow transport of sedtment, partmularly as relevant to
gram-flow sensu lato It is therefore mmnly denvatlve from the work of
earlier authors, particularly building on the fundamental contnbutmns to
our understandmg of mass-flow made by Terzaghl (1956) and Dott (1963),
but it goes beyond these and other studms m making a clear termmologmal
dlstmctmn between (1) the causal processes that mltmte mass movement, (2)
the actual mechanisms of mass transport, and (3) the deposltmnal results of
mass transport (cf. Walton, 1967, Cooke et al, 1972).
I A SUMMARY

OF SOME SUBAQUEOUS

MASS-TRANSPORT

PHENOMENA

Hzstoncal nomenclature

As traditionally used m geology, the term mass-transport collectwely describes a number of subaenal processes by whmh erosion products are bodily
removed down slope by gravity, the processes contrast with those of the
fluvml regime, where running water forms the actual transporting medmm,
but water may be revolved m lubricating, or diluting, mass-flow sediments
Subaenal mass-transport processes range from rock-fall at one extreme,
through various intermediate processes to highly fluid debns-flows at the
other. Historically important contnbutmns to the understandmg of masstransport have been made by Jones (1937), Terzaghl (1943, 1955, 1956),
Crowell (1957) and Dott (1963). The latter paper, m partmular, provided the
first major classification of subaqueous mass movements, and stressed that
there was a continuum of processes that hnk "subaqueous ghdmg and plastm
mass flow
to turbid, viscous flmd flow", wz. subaqueous mass-transport
processes (see Fig 1)
During the 1950's, foUowmg the suggestmn of Kuenen and Mlghonm
(1950) that many flysch-type sediments were best explained as turbldltes,
the turbidity current mechantsm found wide apphcabfllty m sedimentary
geology. The sequence of sediments depomted from a single turbidity current
was generallsed by Bouma {1962) into a turbldlte facms model, now called
the Bouma sequence This conceptual break-through opened the way for
detailed studms of a variety of ancmnt flysch sediments (see Walker, 1970,
for summary and references). Several workers, especially those studying the
proxtrnal part of a senes of turbldltes, encountered ewdence for mass-transport that did not fit the Bouma turbldlte model closely, and hence the terms
fluxoturb~d~te (Kuenen, 1958; Dzulynskl et al., 1959) and gram-flow (Bagnold, 1956, Dzulynskl and Sanders, 1962; Sanders, 1965, Stauffer, 1967)
became estabhshed.
At about the same time, engineering geologists were devotmg increasing
attentmn to the problems caused by subaenal landslides, and several comprehenmve treatments of the cause and nature of landshdes were published
(Sharpe, 1938, Ecker, 1958, Zaruba and Mencl, 1969). These contnbutmns,
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Beddmg crude-absent, deposltlonot pockets
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Oepasltron at angle of granular stoblhty.
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(transport distance and slope variable)
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Movement along discrete shear planes
Llltle or no internal flow
Intra-shde folds and faults
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(transport dLstnnce intermediate ncross moderate slopes)
Lnrge values of mud tn boulder-sized mntenni
mowng together
Deposltmnnl units show dtstmct boundnnes
Ptonar bnse nnd top or ptanar bnse and hummocky top
Poor sorting, normnl grnd,og rare, reverse grodFng somettmes present
Mud (slurry -flow) or snnd (gro~n - flow) mntr~x
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to beddlng
Deposlt~on by freezmg

SUBMARINETURBIDITYFLOW
(transport dtstnnce for across gentle slopes)
Lnrge vn[umes of muddy to gronuinr (';'cnbbly)
mnterml moving together
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mtert urbldlte hemlpe[ogttes
Vonnble sorting, normnl grndmg, Boumn sequence
typlcnl
Oasis supported by flutd during movement
Oeposition by fnllout from turbuLentsuspenston(wlth
basal shear fluxoturbtdlte).

Fig 1 The spectrum of submanne mass-transport processes (after Dott, 1963, Cooke et
al, 1972)
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together w:th the more theoretmal papers of Terzaghl (1956), Reynolds
(1954), and Andresen and Bjerrum (1967), stressed the :mportance of the
change of state of the sediment at the t:me of mobillsatmn, and the processes of hquefactmn, thlxotropy and flu:dlzatmn were suggested as explanatmns for specffm mass-flow phenomena

Mass-transport mobzhzatlon
As discussed b y many previous wnters (e g. Terzaghl, 1956, Shepard and
Dill, 1966, p. 298), sediments will remmn at rest on the sea-floor prov:ded
the combined forces of shear res:stance are greater than the shear stress
imposed by gravitational acceleration (Fig. 2) The shear strength of granular materials is usually calculated from the Coulomb model of shear fmlure.
Though :t is n o t the only fmlure theory used m soft mechanms, the Coulomb
model has been found widely apphcable to water-saturated granular matenal,
and at its s:mplest states that the shear strength of a matenal is a lmear
function of the normal stress apphed wz. S = C + o tan ¢, where S is shear
strength; C is the mterpartmle force due to cohesion, o is normal stress, and
is termed the angle of internal friction, whose tangent represents the
gradmnt of the hne defining the failure envelope on a shear stress/normal
stress graph (cf Fig 2a) (It should be stressed that C and ~ are material
propertms that require empmcal d e t e r m m a t m n for a g:ven sediment. When
treated as cohesionless materials, the value of @ for coarse silts to sands is
determined to be m the range of 28--42 °. ¢ generally mcreases with the
density of the matenal (implying closer packing), and for a g:ven dens:ty It
also increases with both sorting and gram angulanty -- Wu, 1966 ) In the
case of water saturated sedLrnent, the normal stress may be dlmmlshed by an
amount equal to that of any excess pore water pressure that exists, thus for a
potentml shear plane within a pile of water saturated sedunent, the Coulomb
equatmn is generally w n t t e n (after Terzaghl, 1956)" S = C + ( % Z - uw )
tan 4, where % is the submerged u m t weight of the sediment, Z the depth
below the free surface of the sediment, and Uw the excess pore water pressure at the point of stress.
The apphed shear force to a potential shear plane wlthm the sed:ment pile
:s merely the downslope c o m p o n e n t of gravltatmnal force (Fig 2b), or T =
Pv sm 0, where 0 is the angle of slope on whmh the sediment rests, and Pv
the apphed grawtatmnal force (= % Z at depth w:thm the sed:ment pile)
Failure of the sediment pile will occur ff the shearing resistance S is decreased below the apphed shear force m any of the following ways
(1) By thlxotropm change m cohesive propertms consequent upon an apphed shock (e g. earthquake), such behavmur is gener:lly only assocmted
with m u d d y sediments, b u t muds are commonly mterstratffmd with other
hthologms which may thus become revolved m mass movements consequent
upon thlxotroplc changes (cf. Crowell, 1957).
(2) If the sediment initially accumulated w:th metastable gram packmg
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Fig 2 (a) Graphical representation of the Coulomb model of shear strength for granular
materials Combinations of shear (ordinate) and normal (abscissa) stresses that plot below
the linear strength function, such as point 1, represent stable situations, whereas points
on the line, such as point 2, represent incipient failure of the material Since stresses that
plot above the line cannot be sustained in thin material, the line defines the hmltlng
stresses and is often called the failure envelope Material properties defined by the
strength function are the cohemon (c, equal to the intercept of the line on the ordinate)
and the angle of internal friction (~b, whose tangent equals the slope of the line)
(b) Vector representation of the Terzaghl model for shear strength in a granular material
The sediment will remain at rest on a sea-floor of slope 0 provided the shear resistance is
greater than the apphed shear stress (see text for detailed explanation) (after Terzaghl,
1956 and Shepard and Dill, 1966)
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Fig 3 Dlagrammatm representabon of metastable gram packing m water saturated sediments (after Terzaghl, 1956) When a stoking particle weight Q arrives at the sediment
surface, it tends to roll into a stable positron as a result of an overturning couple, M q =
Q d M q decreases m reverse proportmn to the fourth power of the dmmeter of the
gram, whereas the resisting couple, Mc, produced by adhesmn at the point of impact, is
independent of gralnslze The probability of setthng partmles assuming stable poslbons
therefore decreases with decreasing grammze

(Fig 3), an apphed shock may result m collapse of this packing and the
temporary production of excess pore-water pressures, direct moblhsatlon by
hquefactlon follows (Terzaghl, 1925). Such behavlour is most often associated with sediments m the very free sand to silt range (Terzaghl, 1956,
Shepard, and Dill, 1966), though some experimental evidence suggests that it
may occur m loose coheslonless grams of any size as an intermediate step m
the process of consohdatlon (Flonn and Ivanov, 1961, Hendry, 1973). Empmcal calculations (Morgenstern, 1966, Van der Knaap and Eljpe, 1969,
Mlddleton, 1970) suggest that the excess pore pressures associated with
hquefactlon may persist long enough (a few mmutes to several hours) for
apprecmble sediment transport to take place, over at least several kilometers
(3) By oversteepenmg of the sedunentary pile, due to undercutting by
waves or currents, or to mass-failure further down-slope (retrogressive flow
shde -- Andresen and Bjerrum, 1967).
(4) An upward flow of fluid through the sediment may produce a contmumg excess pore-water pressure, mobillsatlon is by fluldlzatmn (Reynolds, 1954).
(5) The slope the sediment rests on is increased, or more sediment is
added above (cf. Allen, 1965), both processes will act to increase the effecbve shear stress, and the former will also decrease the effecbve normal force
and hence the shear strength.
Processes 2 and 4 above, both mvolvmg excess pore pressures, are often
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discussed with respect to mass-flow of sand The p h e n o m e n o n of liquefaction was termed Setzungsfl~essung (subsidence flow) by Terzaghl (1925),
when he suggested for the first time that temporary excess pore pressures
might be generated b y the collapse of mltlally metastable sediments. The
term spontaneous hquefactmn was only adopted later, b u t has since become
widely used in engmeenng literature (e g Andresen and Bjerrum, 1967} It is
important to apprecmte that use of the term hqueflcatlon does not imply
Newtoman fluid behavmur dunng transport (cf. Mass-transport below).
The apphcatmns of fluldlzatlon m geology have generally been limited to
igneous phenomena such as intrusive pipes (Reynolds, 1954) or ash flows
(Sylvester-Bradley, 1967) and the requirement of a continuing supply of
fluid to mmntmn the excess pore pressures may suggest that the process is
u m m p o r t a n t in conventional sedunentology However, continuing excess
pore pressures are locally produced b y sedlrnentary loading (cf. Flsk et al.,
1954), or by hydrauhc effects consequent upon rapid or extreme tidal
changes (cf Terzaghl, 1956). It would therefore be unwise to dismiss fluldlzatmn altogether from the list of processes of potentml sedlmentologm Importance, particularly as some recent writers predict or report such a close
relationship between the processes of hquefactlon and fluldlzatmn that the
distinction may be nominal (cf Hendry, 1973, Carter, 1975)

Mass-transport sensu strlcto
During free-fall, clastlc grains behave in an essentially elastm manner
(Dott, 1963); dunng transport b y turbidity currents, "there is no shp between the fluid and the grains, the grams are m effect prisoners of the flow
and are passive within it" (Sanders, 1965, p 194), and the current may be
treated as a viscous Newtoman hqmd, subject to the laws of fluid dynamics.
If sediment failure takes place along a discrete shear plane, as m the case of
shdes and slumps, then behavlour is elastm-plastlc, i.e., shear deformation is
entirely confined to a narrow plastmally-deformmg layer at the sole of the
sheet, and the overlymg block is c a m e d as an intact, elastm mass (Dott,
1963). Estabhshmg the physical state of other forms of mass-transport,
especially grmn-flows, is unfortunately n o t so straight forward. However,
recent experimental work (partmularly that of Johnson and Hampton, 1969)
suggests that the rheology of moving grain-flows and debns-flows is most
closely approximated by Bmgham or pseudo-plastic models (cf The rheology of mass-transport, p 155)
Widespread apphcatmn of the concept of gain-flow m geology mltmlly
arose o u t of Bagnold's (1954) experiments to mvestlgate the properties of
concentrations of cohesmnless grams m a Newtonlan fluid under shear. The
fundamental discovery resulted that such systems "exhibit properties in mass
that cannot be predmted from analysis of the behavlour m fluids of single
Isolated grmns" (Sanders, 1965), in partmular, a force called the dispersive
pressure, was shown to be exerted normal to the mean flow direction and to
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be " o f such a magmtude that an appreciable part of the moving grams is m
equfllbnum between it and the force of gravity" (Bagnold, 1954, pp
49--50). The dispersive pressure compnses a c o m p o n e n t due to mtergranular
colhslons, and a c o m p o n e n t due to statlstmally ordered shear velocity
changes as one gram passes near another. At high flow rates, low wscosltms
or for large grmn sizes, the gram colhslon effect predominates and shear is
stud to be m the gram mertm regmn (or regime), at low flow rates, high
wscosltms or for small grmn sizes, the effects of fluid viscosity dominate and
shear is stud to be m the viscous regmn. Bagnold apphed his discovery of
dispersive pressure to the first analytic descnptlon of the flow of dry sand on
a slope exceedmg "~he angle of stable repose, and it became apparent that
geologists could add a third distractive type of gram transport to the already
estabhshed tractmn and turbidity current processes
The term gram-flow was n o t used m Bagnold's 1954 study, only appearing
later (1956, p 239). Since then the term has had a complex history, with
some wnters using it m a general, almost vernacular, sense, and others attempting to define it more closely (see Fig. 4) Sanders (1965) discussed
grmn-flow m the bed-load carpet of turbldltes m some detail, usmg the term
mertza flow for "transportatmn of sediment m whmh grams move above the
b o t t o m but are n o t supported by upward components of the turbulent
movements within the fluid" (p 329). This usage was later cntmlsed by
Mlddleton (1970, p 264), on the grounds that as so defined, mertm flow
may involve grmn-flow m both the mertml and viscous regmns of Bagnold
However, confusmn equally stems from Bagnold's ongmal use of the term
'grmn-flow' t~ encompass flow m his viscous region, m whmh the behawour
of the flow is dominated by the effects of the wscoslty of the continuous
phase rather than being solely a product of the dispersed solids present.
Since m any natural example the enhanced wscoslty of the contmuous phase
will result from Its being a clay--water slurry (whmh may, or may not,
behave m Newtoman fashmn), the term slurry-flow seems more appropriate
for mass-flows that are movmg m the wscous regmn (If there are objectmns
to the application of the term slurry-flow to those of Bagnold's experiments
BAGNOLD
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Fig 4 Previous usages of gram-flow and related terms (see text for full discussion)
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in whmh the continuous phase was b y mtentlon a Newtoman fluid, albeit
very viscous, then the expenments may alternatively be descnbed as mertlaflows that were sustained b y viscous dispersive pressure -- see also discussion
under The rheology o f mass-transport, below).
Thus, following Bagnold (1954, 1956), t w o theoretmally different types
of behavlour are hkely to be charactenstm of mass-transport m whmh deformation takes place by laminar shear
(1) Where the continuous phase has a low viscosity, 1 e , generally when it
is water, the dispersive pressure generated will result from actual unpacts
between grains of the dispersed phase, the continuous phase has no strength
and deforms as a Newtoman fluid This is gram-flow sensu stncto, or grmnflow m the inertial regmn of Bagnold, it is referred to simply as grmn-flow
(sensu stncto implied) m this paper.
(2) Where the continuous phase has a high wscomty, Le., generally when it
is a mud--water mLxture, or slurry, the dispersive pressure generated will
result from ordered shear-velocity changes as dispersed grains approach one
another (Bagnold, 1954), and a further dflatant effect introduced by nonNewtoman behavlour of the free-grinned clay suspensmn (Metzner and Whltlock, 1958). This is gram-flow in the wscous regmn of Bagnold (and Middleton, 1970), though gram-flow is a somewhat unhappy description of the
process, and slurry-flow has been preferred here.
Stauffer (1967), following Bagnold (1956), defined the term grmn-flow to
cover a very large range of phenomena, mcludmg partmularly processes
where discrete clasts are suspended in a highly viscous muddy matrix and form
mud-flows or debns-flows m the usual sense of the word (Johnson, 1970). It
Is qu~te clear that such usages, and specffmally the defmltmns of grmn-flow
m Stauffer (1967) and Mlddleton (1970)~ encompass a wide range of masstransport phenomena, yet to the field geologist the term gram-flow usually
lmphes a process approaching grmn-flow m the inertial regmn of Bagnold
Sanders' term mertm-flow (Sanders, 1965), as ongmally defined, encompasses both grmn-flow and slurry-flow as discussed above It is thus a useful
term, smce it stresses that the lammar nature of transport stems from the
mertm of the constituent sednnents, but it does not specify whether the
dispersive pressure generated is due mainly to interactions between ummodal
granular material (gram-flow), or to the high viscosity of the continuous
fluid phase (slurry-flow), or to both. Therefore, and whilst admitting Mlddleton's (1970) cntmlsm, the term mertm-flow is prowsmnally retained as an
extremely useful term of ignorance, at least m so far as its geologm products
are presently not easily subdivided into those more strmtly deposited by
grmn-flow and slurry-flow respectively

The theology of mass-transport
F~eld observations
Many previous wnters have commented on the fact that subaenal mass-
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flows transport large and often fragile clasts for great distances, and every
field geologist has had the expenence of finding ,solated pebbles or boulders
contmned m a generally sand-sized bed of redeposited sediment. That such
relatively large clasts may be carried great dmtances requires the presence of
a force, or forces, that keeps the clasts m suspensmn d u n n g transport In
the case of proximal turbldltes, the force may be a t t n b u t e d to upward
components of flu,d turbulence dunng transport, b u t recent held observatmns suggest that lammar flow is typmal of the denser types of mass-flow
(typifmd by subaenal debns-flow, e.g Johnson, 1970), and that fired turbulence therefore cannot be the cause of the suspensmn of large clasts
A number of different mechanisms have been described whereby clasts
might remmn suspended m mass-flows, they include suspensmn due to
Bernoulh's pnnclple (Fisher and Mattmson, 1968), to d n f t m g of clasts into
zones with the least rate of shear (Sanders, 1965), to enhanced b u o y a n c y
caused by the dens,ty of the continuous fluid phase (Johnson, 1970), to
viscous and inertial dispersive pressures caused by the dispersed clasts themselves (Bagnold, 1954), to clay dflatancy (Metzner and Whltlock, 1958), and
to a flmte ymld strength m the continuous phase slurry (Johnson, 1970). It
,s possible, if n o t hkely, that all of these effects may play a part m suspending clasts m some v~scous mass-flows, b u t most recent wnters have
argued that b u o y a n c y and the finite ymld strength of the continuous phase
are the most important factors beanng on the suspensmn of large clasts m
wscous mass-flows (e.g Mlddleton and Hampton, 1973).
Rheologzc m o d e l s

Developmg a rheologm model that approximates the behavlour of natural
mass-flows is a diffmult procedure, not least because of the spectrum of
different processes and materials that may be mvolved m specifm mass-flows,
or even m the same mass-flow at different times (an illuminating discussion
on the general problem of choosing between competmg rheologm models
may be found m Johnson, 1970, pp. 517--519). For mstance, Booth and
Self (1973) have shown that lava flows approximate a Newtoman fluid
model near the eruptive vent, b u t fred a Bmgham plastm model more appropnate to describe their behavmur elsewhere; and where Glen (1952)
assumed a pseudoplastm model for the deformation of me m a moving glacmr, Memr (1960) preferred a Bmgham model mvolvmg a definite ymld
strength.
Johnson and H a m p t o n (1969) and Johnson (1970) have recently descnbed the results of laboratory expenments with various viscous mass-flows
for whmh they found a 'Coulomb-wscous' model most approprmte The
model has the form
T =c +

a n

tan ¢ + ne

where T > c + On tan ¢, T is internal shear stress, On internal normal stress, ¢
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(the angle of internal friction) is viscosity, and e is rate of shear strmn. The
model plots m Bmgham fashion on a stress/rate-of-stram graph, with the
ymld strength havmg components due to cohesion and mtergranular friction
Apphcataon of the Johnson model leads to the conclusion that for material
flowing in channels, regions will exist where the apphed shear stress is less
than the strength of the matenal In particular, a movmg debris flow is
hypothesized to travel mmnly by laminar shear within a circumferential zone
where shear strength had been exceeded, and to carry with it a rigid plug m
the top centre of the flow where shear strength has not been exceeded
(Fig. 5). Movement is believed to commence by shear along the boundary
surface where the flowing material IS m contact with its substrate, but only
after a critical thickness of material has accummulated If the flow IS fed
from behind, the boundary surface may increase m width to become a
peripheral zone within whmh all shear deformatmn is taking place, with a
plug of material passively rafted above it (Fig 5b,c). In the case of subaqueous mass-flows, the overlying water column will exert a reverse shear
stress on the top of the flow, and the plug therefore might float below the
flow-surface (Fig 5d,e). As the flow travels further from source, or as the
a m o u n t of material fed into it decreases, the thickness dmamlshes to that
cntmal value at which the thmkness of the plug equals the thmkness of the
flow, and the material freezes zn s t t u
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Fig 5 ~neoretma] models for a coulomb-wseous substance flowing m a seml-czrcular
channel (after Johnson, 1970 and Mzddleton and Hampton, 1973) (a), materza] at rest,
(b) and (e), matena] mowng subaenally by plug-flow, (d) and (e), materm] moving subaqueous]y by plug-flow (see text for detaded explanatzon)
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Laboratory observatmns on mass-flows, mcludmg both debris-flows, slurry-flows and gram-flows {Johnson and Hampton, 1969, Johnson, 1970;
Hampton, 1972) suggest that the Johnson model of Coulomb-viscous plug
flow may appropriately describe all these processes, and Johnson (1970)
further extends the model to the d e s c n p t m n of flowing me and lava. However, and as Johnson himself pomts o u t (1970, p. 517), many of the features
of vxscous mass-flows are equally well explmned by a pseudoplastm model as
they are by a Coulomb-wscous model. It therefore behoves us to act with
great cautmn when applying the laboratory findings to the fmld sltuatmn,
and to be partmularly careful that our fmld nomenclature does not require us
to make rheologm mferences that are b e y o n d present knowledge or techmques.

Nomenclature
The division of inertia-flows into grmn-flows (gram impact dispersive pressure) and slurry-flows (vAscous dxsperslve pressure) directly follows the experimental work of Bagnold {1954, 1956), although Bagnold's viscous dispersive pressure was exerted by a viscous fluid of effectively Newtoman
propertms (glycerine). In vmw of the widespread industrial use of slurry to
imply a fluid mixture of mud grade frees and water, and m vmw of the fact
that such slurnes are the only obvious means by whmh naturally occurnng
mass-flows can come to possess enhanced viscosities, it seems sensible to use
the term slurry-flow as a general description of the transport process mferred
to operate m the m a j o n t y of viscous mass-flows.
Smce a slurry has an enhanced viscosity, a viscous dispersive pressure (m
the Bagnold sense) will be exerted on any larger detritus that the slurry
c a m e s The experiments reported b y Johnson (1970) and Hampton (1972)
~ n kaolin--sand--water slumes suggest that such slumes possess strength as
well as enhanced vlscomty, and that they therefore move by Coulombviscous plug-flow It seems probable that every gradatmn exists between the
t w o extremes of (1) highly wscous stinky slurries that move by Coulombviscous plug-flow, and (2) highly fluid watery slumes whose ymld strength
approaches zero and whmh move by pseudoplastm laminar flow where shear
is distributed throughout the flow thmkness. Fmld observatmns of debrisflows (Johnson, 1970) and sand flows (Carter, 1975) suggest that such a
gradatmn of flow behawour may even exist consecutively within a single
flow, and it would seem unwise to use a terminology that dlstmgu~shed
between these processes. It is therefore suggested that the term slurry-flow
appropnately covers the whole flow spectrum, with the prowso that whereas
the Coulomb-viscous rheologic model may be appropriate to more viscous
mass-flows, a pseudoplastm model may better fit the behavmur of more fluid
slurries.
In vmw of the widespread usage of the term 'debris-flow' for slurry-flows
that contain an apprecmble content of suspended clasts, use of the term m a
restrmted sense (as suggested by Hampton, 1972) to apply to the theoretmal
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transport process operative m a slurry-flow, irrespective of whether any
macroscopm 'debris' is revolved, seems unwise, and is n o t followed here
Deposztzon f r o m mass-transport

Whatever the prec:se mode of transport within a mass-flow, it seems hkely
that final deposition of the sediments :s by freezmg m sztu, sometimes with
accompanymg sediment shear (Stauffer, 1967, Mlddleton, 1970) The only
expenmental descr:ptlon of such a process is that of Mlddleton (1970), b u t
whether th~s description :s apphcable to deposit:on from all mass-flows is
not known. Th:s remmns one of the many areas m wh:ch more detmled
laboratory work :s required
At least two shghtly different models of 'freezing' on depos:t:on of a
mass-flow can be imagined
(1) Where the bed :s expanded into a qmck state by mtra-flow d:sperslve
pressure, and collapses to the grmn-bed when this dispersive pressure falls
below gravltatmnal forces (see quotation from Mlddleton on p 168) Deposition is effect:vely simultaneous throughout the bed.
(2) Where a surface separatmg statmnary from movmg partmles moves
rap:dly up through the flow as transport ceases, d e p o s m o n is therefore n o t
simultaneous throughout the bed. If the deposmonal surface m:grates upwards gradually, a comparat:vely homogeneous bed might be expected If
the deposltmnal surface m:grates up more spasmodmally, corresponding to
mhomogene:tms within the flow, then the bed might consist of several superposed subumts, each sub-umt would be bounded below by a plane at which
the upward m:gratmg deposlt:onal surface paused bnefly while transport
continued m the sednnents above. The process would be analogous to that
suggested by Sanders (1965), whereby a basal flowing-gram layer "shears
o u t " from under a turbidity current, only m this case :t is successively higher
parts of a mowng mertm-flow that "shear o u t " from over the earher deposited parts of the same flow. Such a deposltmnal mechamsm m:ght result m
composite beds analogous to those descnbed from prox:mal turbldltes (cf
Hendry, 1973), and at least some pubhshed figures of composite mertmflows could be interpreted m th:s way (e.g. F:sher, 1971).
Though we may be unsure of the precme mechamsm operating when a
mass-flow "freezes", Mlddleton's expenments demonstrate that the process
is fundamentally dlstmct from d e p o s m o n by tractmn, or by tractmn with
fallout, charactenst:c of normal b o t t o m currents and of turbidity currents
respect:vely Depos:tmn b y freezing should therefore leave dlstmct:ve traces
of :ts operatmn on the sed:mentary product. These traces mclude reverse
grading (Fisher, 1971), isolated large clasts that are pass:vely rafted within
the flow (Johnson, 1970) and o n e n t e d parallel to bedding (F:sher, 1970),
and the presence of a pervas:ve lammatmn due to sediment shear durmg the
fmal stages of depos:tmn (Stauffer, 1967). Though all of these textural
phenomena can also be produced by processes other than mass-flow (e.g.
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tflhtes contam isolated large clasts, alluvial deposits may contam reverse
graded sequences; and fluxoturbldltes may contmn shear lammatmn), together t h e y compnse a distractive assemblage of textural c n t e n a by whmh
mertm-flow deposits can be recogmzed It ~s to be hoped that further expenmental and f:eld studms will result m addmonal, and perhaps more specffm,
criteria by which mass flow deposits can be dffferentmted from other similar
sed:ments.
II RECENT EXAMPLES OF INERTIA-FLOW
Numerous f:eld and some laboratory observatmns of various types of
mertm-flow occur scattered through the hterature on Recent sedlmentatmn.
Inertia-flow apparently occurs most often m and around the head of steeps:ded submanne depressmns, on oversteepened deposltmnal slopes such as
the advancmg front of a delta, in any sltuatmn where sediment of su:table
gram-size charactenstms has been deposited metastably, and durmg the early
deposmonal stages of partmularly dense turbidity currents. As a process,
mertm-flow occupms an mtermedmte pos:tmn on the spectrum of mass-transport processes (cf F:g 1). Natural occurrences of some of these processes
are further documented below, under the headings Gram-fall, Gram-flow,

Slump-creep and Fluxoturbzdztes
Gram-fall
When sediment of any grmn-slze is transported to the edge of a slope
cons:derably m excess of :ts stable angle of repose, the mdlv:dual grmns pass
into free-fall under the direct influence of gravity. In the :deal case, the
grmns have no effect on each other, but fall individually at a rate determined
by the:r s:ze, dens:ty, surface roughness and by the vmcos:ty of the ambmnt
m e d m m (The pnnclple :s well known through its apphcatlon m grmn-slze
analys:s techmques revolving a setthng column.) In more reahstm natural
s:tuatlons, the partmles fall and bounce down steep slopes, mteractmg with
each other and with the bedrock or talus deposits over whmh they are
passing. Such free-fall depos:ts usually accumulate as fans at the foot of the
slope, and both the processes of transport and their geomorphm products
have been studmd m some detail by modern geomorphologists (e.g see references m Carson and I~rkby, 1972) It has been suggested that m some cases a
h:ghly concentrated subaenal rockfall may generate suff:c:ent kmetm energy
to become fluld:zed, with ensumg transport of the debns over a wide region
at the foot of the slope (Kent, 1966). The h:gher v:scos:ty of the medmm,
with a consequently much reduced terminal veloc:ty for a free-falling partmle, make flmdlzatmn unhkely m subaqueous environments, even assummg
:t :s theoretically feas:ble at all (Shreve, 1968).
Free-fallmg partmles m the sand gram-sizes were hrst reported m the
subaqueous environment m 1959 by a Scripps Institute of Oceanography
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SCUBA party, w h o observed "sand falls where flowmg sand spilled over
abrupt drop-offs m the axis of rode tributaries cut m the upper hp of the
mmn channel of San Lucas c a n y o n " (Dill, 1966, p. 763). The sand is moved
to the hp of the canyon b y normal near-shore tractmn current processes,
partmularly dunng p e n o d s of enhanced b o t t o m current actlwty assocmted
with heavy storm swells. The process has been photographed m actmn (e g
Dill, 1966, fig. 4), and a large number of pubhshed b o t t o m photographs
from all depths show that sand accumulates as "perched" lenses wherever
ledges and shelves are assocmted with steep slopes Sand m this positron
could only have been emplaced by free-fall, and the ubiquity of the process
is demonstrated by examples from the sides of submarine canyons (Dill,
1964, figs 3 9 and 3.11), sea-mounts (Heezen and Holhster, 1971, fig
12.19), and deep-sea trenches (Heezen and Holhster, 1971, fig 11 9) Submanne rock-falls mvolwng larger sized clasts are also common m similar
enwronments (e.g Hersey, 1967, figs 11.3--4, 11.6, 11 11, 13.11, 17.26,
Heezen and Holhster, 1971, figs, 8.11, 11.1 (left), 11 36, 13 17)
G r a m - f l o w sensu s t n c t o

"When dry sand of fairly umform size is supphed at the top of a slope of
the same sand mchned at an angle very near that of collapse, the supphed
sand moves d o w n the slope as a flow, 1.e., every gram moves relatively to its
nelghbours and the sheanng is general. The moving mass can be distorted
round obstacles placed m its path The flow has a well-defined front and
advances at a constant speed depending only on the gram size and the depth
of the flow. This phenomenon can be seen on any steep dune slope" (Bagnold, 1954, p 61).
As so described, gram-flow also occurs m the subaqueous environment
(see Allen, 1965). It speclfmally operates m the absence of a free-grained
'lubncatmg' phase (cf the Importance of mud, even m small amounts, m
slurry-flow), and the flowing part of the sedunent is therefore of broadly
ummodal nature, though blocks larger than the mode are c o m m o n l y c a m e d
pasmvely m a gram-flow. There are also gram-size hmltatlons Because of area
to volume relatmnshlps, and the consequent predominance of mterpartmle
surface forces, grmns freer than coarse silt generally will n o t flow independently of a wscous transporting m e d m m At the other end of the spectrum,
gram-flow is rarely referred for depomts with clasts greater than about
10--20-cm mean dmmeter. Th~s hmlt seems more hkely to be of empmcal
than theoretmal nature Given a source of moderately rounded and sorted
clasts, and a suitable mobfllsatmn factor, grmn-flow would presumably occur
m clasts of wrtually any mean raze. In fact, the general nature of weathering
and transport processes is such that 10--20-cm gravels represent the maxim u m grmn size at whmh moderately sorted and rounded, broadly ununodal,
sediments c o m m o n l y occur.
The preceding dlscussmn tacitly assumes that the gram-flow referred to is
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taking place m the inertial regmn of Bagnold, 1 e., that actual gram to grmn
contacts predommate m the momentum-transfer process. For a given grmnsize, increasing amounts of m u d mLxed with the continuous phase will result
m a change of behavlour; flow moves to the viscous regmn of Bagnold, and
approximates the process we have earher termed slurry-flow. Johnson and
Hampton {1969), Johnson {1970) and Hampton (1970) have shown that as
httle as 10% mud mixed m with the continuous phase is suffmmnt to move
flow into the viscous regnon. It could perhaps be argued, therefore, that
virtually all natural deposits will result from slurry-flow processes, but reported fmld observations demonstrate that there is a complete spectrum of
processes, and deposltlonal products, between these two extremes True mertlal grmn-flow is known to be partmularly important m proxunal environments m submarine canyons, in sands that are derived directly from the
surf-zone and therefore have no apprecmble mud content.
Like sand-falls, subaqueous sand-flow was first d~rectly observed m 1959
by SCUBA equipped scmntlsts from Scnpps m the canyons off Baja, Cahforma (Dill, 1966, p. 763), and has since been described in detail m both the
San Lucas Canyon and the Scnpps Canyon off La Jolla. "Durmg storm
condltmns, sands, stored in the nearshore areas and on the beaches, move
mto the heads of the canyon at such a rapid rate that they build a slope
which exceeds their angle of repose. Under such condltmns, the mdlwdual
grmns never come to rest, but instead move downslope as a loosely packed
surfmml layer of flowing grams Observatmn of such sand flows show that
the underlymg sediment, as well as the rock walls confining the flow, are
eroded On occasmns, the flow of sand
has been suffmmnt to cut a
prevmusly deposited fill down to bedrock Flow continues only so long as
material is added at the head of the flow and the b o t t o m slope exceeds the
angle of repose Usually, small-scale flows e n t e n n g a canyon from a t n b u t a r y
come to rest when they encounter the mmn fill of the canyon. The result Is
the development of a small fan built out over the surface of the sedimentary
fill of the m a l h branch of the canyon head (Fig. 140) The velocity of such
gravity flows is varmble, ranging from the almost imperceptible creep of
individual grams to as much as 11 cm/sec" (Shepard and Dill, 1966, pp.
303--304). Further details may be found in Dill (1966), who notes that the
sand slowly flows down steep slopes as a senes of semlcontmuous progressive
slumps, with velocity increasing around objects that interfere with normal
flow, and that pmces of gramte basement up to 20 cm long are broken away
and transported by the falling sand Shepard and Dill (1966, p 301) record
freshly broken boulders up to 3 m across on fans below areas of k n o w n sand
flows Pubhshed photographs show a number of slgnffmant features assocrated with the sand flows, including polished sand-chutes that mark the
passage of sand-flows down the canyon side (Dill, 1964, fig 3.6), the presence of isolated large clasts m the flowing sand (Shepard and Dill, 1966, p
107, 110), and a very charactenstm linear texture on the flow surface that
results from the sorting of coarser detritus into lenses and stnngers parallel
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to the direction of flow (Shepard and Dill, 1966, fig. 139, Dill, 1964, fig. 3).
Chamberlain (1964) calculated that " p e n o d m sand flows move tens of
thousands of cubm meters of sand per year d o w n the La Jolla canyon axes",
and showed that this a m o u n t of sand was approximately equal to the total
annual httoral-dnft sand budget. These figures, together with the observatlons quoted above, demonstrate b e y o n d d o u b t that sand-flow Is a major
effector of sednnent transport m proximal canyon enwronments.
Most published statements on gram-flow claim that it can only operate on
slopes around 30 ° or greater, and this supposed hmltmg factor has been a
major reason for the rather lukewarm reception that the process has received
m the interpretative sedlmentology of proximal flysch facies. For instance,
Mlddleton (1970, p. 265) states that gram-flow "takes place only when the
slope Is so steep as to exceed the submanne angle of repose of the sand".
However, numerous pubhshed descnptmns and photographs demonstrate
that locally gram-flow is a major process of submarine transport, and that it
may operate on slopes as low as 3 ° .
As noted b y Dill (1966, p. 763), Shepard and Dill (1966, p. 302, 304),
Andresen and Bjerrum (1967, pp 221--222) and Carter (1975) sand-flows
are intimately assocmted with sand slumping on all scales Whatever the
initial reason for a slump in sand grain sizes, once It has occurred the sedlment in the head of the slump is greatly oversteepened w~th respect to the
normal 30 ° angle of repose, and it fails in its turn, flowing downslope until a
new stable equilibrium is reached (Fig. 6a) By this process of retrogresswe
flow shdmg "even wide horizontal areas may be mvolved m shdes of this
type. The rate of development of a flow slide may be from fifty to several
thousand meters per h o u r " (Andresen and Bejerrum, 1967, p. 221) The
Scandinavian examples discussed by Andresen and B]errum t o o k place on
slopes d o w n to 8 ° , and de Konmg (quoted m Mlddleton, 1969) has recorded
similar retrogressive flow slides on slopes as low as 3 ° . As large scale slumpmg is now documented on slopes of only 1 ° (Lewis, 1971), grmn-flow propogated by such slumps is obviously a feasible sedimentary process m virtually
any subaqueous environment.
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Fig 6 (a), retrogressive flow shdlng, (b), spontaneous liquefaction (subsidence flow)
(after Andresen and Blerrum, 1967, see text for full details)
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Slump-creep
The possibility that slow creepmg processes might play a part in the
transport of sand into deep water was first suggested by Lombard (1956).
However, Lombard's explanation was primarily directed at the type of flysch
sediments that contain good Bouma sequences, such as would n o w be considered typmal turbldltes, the idea was comprehensively cntlclsed by Kuenen
{1959), and consequently discarded. Oullanoff (1960) approached the possibility of creep from a shghtly different v m w p o m t He noted that the
Recent sea-floor IS subject to constant vibration by m]croselsmlc activity,
and suggested that this should cause sands to creep slowly down slope and
spread out on the deep sea-floor, the mechanism was experimentally simulated by artificial vlbratmn of a sedimentation tank Kuenen (1964) provided
an effective critique of this suggestmn also, b u t at a b o u t the same time the
process of grawty creep was placed on a sound emplncal basis by a team of
workers at Scripps Institute of Oceanography.
A slow glacial-like gravity creep of the entire sedimentary fill m submarine
canyon heads was first reported in detail by Dill (1964) An mterwoven mat
of kelp, sea-grass and sand (organic c o m p o n e n t up to 90%) was observed in
the axis of the La Jolla canyon, p r o o f of its "slow and downward movement
IS the displacement of stakes placed in t n b u t a n e s at the head of the canyon,
and the movement of lobstertraps, man-made debris, etc. m t o deeper water
when incorporated in the mat dunng its formatmn at the head of the canyo n " (Dill, 1964, p. 31). Erosmn "is accomplished through abrasmn and
plucking by the sedunent mat as It moves slowly down the canyon.
The
smooth and pohshed b o t t o m s observed m sand chutes and rock tributaries
after the periodic removal of their sediment covers lndmate that the movement of sand gradually gnnds and erodes away the rock wall" (loc c~t, p
35). The creeping sediment is able to transport large blocks that fall onto it
from the adjacent walls, or are transported by sand-flow down tributary
valleys or sand-chutes (Chamberlmn, 1964).
The high content of orgamc matter perhaps suggested that sand-creep was
consequent u p o n gradually lessening sediment shear-strength, caused by
decomposition of the orgamc material (Dill, 1964, Shepard and Dill, 1966).
Furthermore, the process was initially only reported as occurring on slopes
m excess of a b o u t 25 °, and in vmw of these t w o special factors, few writers
on proximal flysch have argued for a sand-creep ongm for fossil sedunents.
However, more recently published data ameliorate these preconditions, and
mclude the foUowmg observations

(1) Sediment creep
slumping
Inferences as to
fill is entirely sand
mud blankets the

zs mttmately assoczated wzth semz-contmuous downslope
mass-movement in Recent canyon fills is dlffmult if the
Fortunately In at least some cases a thin layer of soft
surface and acts as a sensitive indicator of movements
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within the underlymg sands. Shepard and Dill (1966), and more recently
Shepard et al (1969), have descnbed how such a mud-covered canyon or
fan-valley floor is broken into a senes of steps that range in size from small
cracks to features 1 9 m in height Occasional vertmal faces delimited by
curved upslope scarps show that at least some of these features are a result of
slumping, and their net effect is to produce a h u m m o c k y surface of gentler
slope than the onglnal unslumped fill. Such regions of slumping have been
most closely studied in the head of La Jolla Canyon, but also occur at depths
down to 275 m in the San Jose and Los Fralles Canyons, southern Cahfornla
(2) Sediment creep may take place on extremely low slopes
Cracks and narrow ridges on the top surface of the channel fill have been
described and figured from La Jolla fan-valley at a depth of 823 m (Shepard
and Dill, 1966, fig. 30, Shepard et a l , 1969) Though smaller scale, these
features are otherwise similar to those described under (1) above In some
cases a diagonal up-valley orientation resembles that of tension crevasses on
the sides of glaciers Similar cracks m the mud cover of the fan-valley fill
have been seen at depths down to 1,116 m, where the regional slope of the
channel axis is less than 1 ° , suggestmg "a slow downslope creeping motion of
the entire channel fill" (Shepard et a l , 1969) Polished and abraded rock
walls are found at all depths in the La Jolla fan-valley channel, and are
similar to those observed to be eroded by gram-creep and gram-flow m the
shallower water canyon feeders
(3) Creeping sedzments are closely as~oczated wzth channel-axzs mertla-flow
conglo mera tes
Many examples of the assoclatmn between canyon or fan-channel sands
and coarse conglomerate or breccia clasts have been described from both
Recent (Shepard and Dill, 1966, fig 89b) and fossil (Normark and Piper,
1969, fig. 1, Carter and Llndqwst, in press) sediments. Sometimes the coarse
components occur in sediments that carry evidence of b o t t o m tractmn
currents, and a tractmn mode of emplacement is therefore possible. However, 40 cm/sec is the fastest 'normal' current velocity recorded In a study of
seven Cahfornmn canyons (Shepard and Marshall, 1973), and the maximum
current ever recorded in a canyon is 180 cm/sec (Inman, 1973); such currents would only be competent to entrain fme pebbles (up to about 1 cm
diameter) and small cobbles (up to about 10 cm dmmeter) respectively In
fact, many Recent canyon conglomerates c o m m o n l y contain clasts in excess
of these dlmensmns, generally in occurrences that are texturally more similar
to debris-flow deposits than to tractlomtes. Such conglomerates have been
descnbed from 610 m in the La Jolla Canyon, at 1,370 m m outer San Jose
Canyon, at 1,143 m and 2,260 m off Baja Cahfornla (Shepard and I:hll, 1966,
p 63, 118 and fig. 144), and m the Cascadla deep-sea channel (Grlggs and
Kulm, 1970).
Sharp and Nobles (1953) have shown that subaerml debris-flows will travel
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on slopes as low as 1 ° at their outer limits, and the same is hkely to be true
for their subaqueous equivalents Subaqueous inertia-flows may therefore be
expected m sedimentary situations that extend well beyond the canyon-fan
complex which spawned them.

Discussion
The rheologm phenomenon of creep is charactensed by "an Increasing
deformation under sustained load, the rate of strain depending on the stress"
(Flugge, 1967) Well-known geologmal examples include glacial creep, where
ice " d e f o r m s plastically by the ghdmg, one over another of layers parallel to
the basal plane" (Paterson, 1969), and soil creep, which is generally dependent upon substantml amounts of clay-sized particles that relieve outside
stresses by plastic deformation rather than by failure along a major shp-zone
(Zaruba and Mencl, 1969, Finn and Emery, 1972). Though the unquallfmd
term creep was used by Shepard and Dill (1966, p 300) as encompassing the
behawour of the highly orgamc silt- to sand-sized sediments of the La Jolla
and other submanne canyons, it seems likely that the process is only similar
in effect, 1 e., analogous, with creep as rheologlcally defined Subaqueous
"creep" may, however, be closely similar to processes of semi-continuous
mass-slumping that have recently been described on steep subaenal slopes
Nemcok (1972) has described deep-seated creep of rock-masses that
causes slope deformatmn to depths of 300 m The process is best seen in
relatively lsotropm rocks such as granite, and essentially consists of semi-continuous down-slope slumping -- " t h e ridge is loosened along a set of shear
planes that dip into the slope The rock mass is dissected by the planes into
blocks that have moved downslope and rotated either backward or forward
with relation to the slope angle The general movement of the loosened mass
is toward the valley " Similar processes have been described by Jahn (1964),
Beck (1967), and Tabor (1971)
The term slump-creep appropriately distinguishes between these processes
and true rheologlcal creep, and the prefixes subaenal and subaqueous slumpcreep allow simple dlstmctmn to be made between the two presently known
modes of occurrence, should such dlstmctmn be necessary Though the precise mechanism of slump-creep remains enigmatic, ~ts reahty and ~mportance
as a means of sediment transport is beyond dispute

Turbzdlty current carpets bed-load mertta-flow fluxoturbld~tes
Slurry-flow
The concept of a process intermediate between a watery shde and a
true turbidity current mltmlly stems from a report on laboratory work
by Kuenen (1951, p 15), who observed (Kuenen, 1956, p 138) "a transitional type of movement between a turbidity flow and slumping
Part of
the suspension, when densities of 1 5 or higher were used, shot along the
b o t t o m over a d~stance of some metres m a thin wedge lagging only slightly
behind the nose of the overlymg turbidity current It formed an unsorted
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deposit of the composition of the suspensmn. The high velocity suggests a
low viscosity, the shape and the sharp boundary with the turbidity current
argue for a non-turbulent type of flow To thls uncertmnty concerning the
nature of the flow must be added that it is doubtful whether it occurs under
natural conditmns " A little later, by then convinced of the hkehhood of
occurrence of beds deposited by this mechanism m flysch deposits, Kuenen
(1958) mtroduced the term "fluxoturbidlte", but the first full descnptmn of
supposed fluxoturbldlte deposits appeared m Dzulynskl et al. (1959) Unfortunately, these latter wnters used the term fluxoturbldite, whmh had onglnally been conceived as descnptlve of the products of a process (Le, a
fluxoturbidlty current), as a general facms descriptor, a usage perpetuated by
nearly all later writers (see comprehensive summary m Walker, 1970, p.
236) It follows that the widely quoted attributes suggested by Dzulynskl et
al to be typical of the fluxoturbldite facms, actually apply to beds that were
deposited by a whole range of submanne mass-transport processes
For the expenments reported by Kuenen (1951), a viscous clay suspension was used Following arguments advanced prevmusly, it is therefore likely that transport wlthm the lagging basal wedge was by slurry-flow Similar
expenments have recently been reported by Hampton (1972), whose description of the process essentially agrees with that of Kuenen, but whose
elegant theoretical explanatmn suggests that the high concentratmn wedge of
slurry itself generates the overlying turbulent layer by reverse shear in the
head regmn

Gram-flow
In an attempt to explmn the often mutually exclusive distribution of flute
and groove casts, Hsu (1959) suggested that a high-concentration granular
wedge of sediment might form at the base of a depositmg turbidity current
"a thin sheet of fluldlzed sediment mass of high viscosity IS thus formed
between the turbidity flow and the m u d d y sea b o t t o m This mass is forced
to continue its forward motion, for a short distance at least, because of the
strong sheanng stress being exerted on the mass by the turbidity flow above.
As the Reynolds number IS small for a fluid of high viscosity, the flUldlzed
sediment mass at the b o t t o m of a turbidity current moving at low velocity
must therefore assume laminar m o t i o n " (p. 534). This idea was developed
further by Dzulynskl and Sanders (1962), who introduced the term "traction-carpet" for its descnption, and particularly by Sanders (1965). However, as Middleton has stressed {1970, pp 266--267, and quotation below),
one of the most distinctive features of deposition from gram-carpets basal to
a turbidity flow is the absence of movement b y true traction, and the presence of a pervasive lammar sheanng, thus the term tractmn-carpet is not
particularly appropnate and will n o t be used in this sense here
The existence of such a flowmg-grain layer at the base of a depositing
turbidity current has been strikingly conf~rmed by Mlddleton (1967, 1969).
In contrast with most earlier experimenters, Middleton's suspensions con-
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tinned no mud phase, but consisted only of sohd plastm spheres mixed with
water. When the concentratmn of the initial turb~dlty flow was greater than
about 30% by volume, "sediment deposltmn began a short distance behmd
the head, as with low concentratmn flows, but subsequent events were very
different Movement on the bed of the f~rst-deposlted particles did not stop
almost Immedmtely, as with low-concentratmn flows, but contmued to take
place by shear of the bed (not by rolling or shdmg of mdlwdual particles)
The bed did not appear to accumulate gram-by-grain or layer-by-layer Instead, it was first difficult to distinguish a well defined bed and when a
distinct interface appeared the bed was up to 30% thicker than it was m its
final form At the boundary between this expanded 'qumk' bed and the flow
above, waves formed, whmh were either almost statmnary or moved downstream. The surface wave m o t m n produced a circular sheanng of particles
wlthm the upper two thirds of the thmkness of the bed . . After the disappearance of the waves the bed compacted to its ultimate total thmkness and
the upper surface became perfectly plane The final stage m the growth of
the bed was the very slow settling out of the finest particles from the 'tml' of
the current" (Mlddleton, 1967, pp 494--495).

Nomenclature
It is hkely that two separate processes of mertla-flow are revolved m
bed-load deposition from dense turbidity currents, and that there is probably
a gradation between them. In the presence of appreciable mud, the bed-load
wedge travels as a slurry, ,f the concentrations of dispersed sohds are sufflcmntly high, it may even "break up mto slabs or chunks that shde along
separately for short distances" (Kuenen, 1951, see also Hampton, 1972)
Grmn-flow sensu stncto does not usually occur, though a Bagnoldlan dlspers,ve pressure produced by flow m the viscous regime may be operative, the
process is appropriately described as bemg intermediate between slumpingsliding and turbidity flow. In the absence of mud, on the other hand, the
bed-load wedge travels as a true "flowing-gram" layer, 1 e , Bagnoldlan grainflow in the mtertlal regime takes place and results in substantial mtergranular
dispersive pressure (Sanders, 1965, Stauffer, 1967, Mlddleton, 1967) As
Mlddleton (1970) has stressed, all intermediates are possible between these
two types of behavlour, and in the present state of knowledge it would be
unwise to use a field-terminology that always reqmred precise differentiation
between the two processes, hence the value of the term inertia-flow (Sanders, 1965)
Walker (1967) has argued that since the term fluxoturbldlte has been
applied to a facies, a process and a bed, it should be dropped. However, the
term was initially and clearly mtroduced as descriptive of the sedimentary
results of a theoretical process, the general validity of whmh has been confirmed expenmentally by Kuenen (1951), Mlddleton (1967} and Hampton
(1972), though continued usage of the term might seem confusmg, the commg of new terms appears even less desirable The course adopted here is to
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retam the term m the sense m whmh it was ongmally proposed, as descriptive of the deposits of a fluxoturbzdlty process, but m the hght of the
dlscussmn above, it is suggested that Kuenen's concept be interpreted widely, i e., as encompassing bed-load gram-flow as well as the slurry-flow that he
descnbed expenmentally
Hence a fluxoturb~dlte is construed here as any bed deposited from the
basal layer of a dense turbidity current m whmh the lmmedmtely pre-deposltmnal transport was by mertla-flow (sensu Sanders, 1965) The term is then
useful m a fmld context (cf. the similar usage m Schlager and Schlager,
1973), and conveniently solves the terminological impasse discussed by
Sanders and Kuenen (m Sanders, 1965). Many, probably most, fluxoturbldltes are therefore a type of proximal turbldlte (as Walker, 1967, has
stressed), b u t the other hthologms that occur lnterbedded m such facies, for
the sum of whmh the term fluxoturbldlte has been widely used following
Dzulynskl et al. (1959), are only fluxoturbldltes ff it can be reasonably
referred that they too were deposited by lnertm-flow from the base of a
fluxoturbldlty current
III A SUGGESTED TERMINOLOGY
PROCESSES AND PRODUCTS

FOR

SUBAQUEOUS MASS-TRANSPORT

As p o m t e d o u t by Cooke et al. (1972), the most confusing aspect of the
present nomenclature for subaqueous mass-transported sediments stems
from the fact that the m a j o n t y of authors fall to separate the processes of
mztzat~on of mass-transport from the mass-transport itself, or from the sedimentary deposits that result from emplacement by mass-transport Thus
terms such as debns-flow are loosely used both m description of a process
(slurry-flow of this paper), and m descnptlon of the final sedimentary
deposit of that process (generally a poorly sorted m u d d y breccia-conglomerate) The clearest nomenclatural treatment to date is that of D o t t (1963)
whose terms subaqueous rockfall, slump and shdlng, mass-flow and turbidity
flow clearly apply to transport processes. However, a range of processes may
act within the general compass of mass-flow as defined by Dott, including at
least gram-flow, slurry-flow, and slump-creep and it seems essential that
these processes (and probably their deposltlonal products) be nomenclaturally differentiated. As D o t t points out, a given sediment may travel by all four
major types of mass transport dunng its transit down slope, and even where
only one of the transport processes is revolved, the nomenclatural situation
may still be complex, e.g. a mass of sand might be mobilized by hquefactmn,
transported by gram-flow, and deposited b y freezing
In general, it may be expected that the processes of deposltmn, and perhaps transport, will be able to be mferred from the preserved sediments
Though the factor or factors that caused mobfllsatmn will generally be more
speculative, we nevertheless require a nomenclature that clearly dlstmgmshes
between all these different facets of mass-transport, and that allows reasoncovers both processes is therefore essentml, and Sanders' term mertza-flow
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Fig 7 Flow-dmgram for the common types of sediment mass-transport processes and
their products The shaded areas m the trmngular gram-size dmgrams represent the sedimentary gram-sizes affected by the entrainment process spemhed beneath the trmngle
From the top of the figure downwards, the horizontal hnes of terms correspond to
sediment entrainment, transport and deposltmn The bottom hne of terms comprises bed
or fames descriptors for sediments deposited from the various types of mass-transport
Identmal sedimentary products may result from a variety of very different paths across
this dmgram, as shown by the many different flow-paths mdmated by arrows

able genetm references to be unambxguously expressed Various flow-paths
representing posmble mass-transport histories are depmted m Fig 7, and the
new terms that are used here m a preczsely defined sense, are hsted m the
glossary below
SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS
(1) Wlth,n the spectrum of subaqueous mass-transport processes, turb]d]ty
currents have been overemphasized by comparison with laminar mass-flow
mechanisms
(2) Adequate understandmg of mechamsms controlhng transport and
deposit]on of lammar mass-flows ]s precluded by a lack of detailed experimental evidence It is therefore necessary to exercise care m a m v m g at a
descnptwe termmology for laminar mass-flow. For many field examples it is
possxble to refer emplacement by laminar mass-flow, b u t n o t to ascertain
whether transport was strmtly by gram-flow or slurry-flow A term that
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was proposed for lust such a purpose, if deemed unsuitable, then a new term
is reqmred
(3) The distraction between inertia-flow and turbidity flow is fundamental, and should n o t be glossed over because of our ignorance of the precise
physmal mechanisms operative m inertia-flow. Many fossil proximal flysch
facms contain beds that have probably been deposited by inertia-flow rather
than turbidity currents The development of field criteria by which various
mertm-flow deposits can be recogmsed as distract from each other, and from
turbldltes, is a most pressmg need
(4) Though the slopes that generate many mertm-flows are moderately
steep, flow mmntenance requires only gentle slopes, probably less than 1 °
Further, ewdence is rapidly accumulating that even the generatmn of mertmflows may not reqmre slopes of more than a few degrees Decisions regardmg
the emplacement of specffm beds should therefore be based on outcrop data,
and not restricted by empmcal calculatmns of the slope required before
vanous hypothetmal flow mechamsms can operate
(5) Slump-creep operates on Recent slopes of less than 1 ° Recent occurrences of slump-creep are sufficmntly widespread for its apparent absence
from fossil sediments to be treated with suspmmn Fossil canyon and fanvalley sediments are being described in increasing numbers, and some of
these occurrences should show ewdence for emplacement by synsedlmentary
slump-creep. The term claudzczte is proposed for a bed or facms emplaced by
slump-creep.
(6) The terms gram-flow, debris-flow and fluxoturb~dtte have been used m
a wide vanety of ways by different authors The contmued meaningfulness
of these and other similar terms depends upon their careful and practmal
defimtmn. Prowsmnal defimtmns of terms covering a variety of mass-transport phenomena are hsted m the appendm The meanings adopted are generally those with hlstoncal precedence
(7) A prehmmary classffmatmn covering subaqueous mass-transport
phenomena is outhned m Fig. 7 The skeletal nomenclature used will undoubtedly need future refmement, and some of the terms used may not fred
ready acceptance It is nonetheless important that future classffmatmns
mamtam clear termmologmal dlstmctmns between the conceptually discrete
processes of sediment entrainment, transport and deposztzon
GLOSSARY

Claudlczte (from claudmant, lame or halting), a bed, or facms, referred to
have been subaqueously transported by slump-creep, because of the general
restriction of this transport mechanism to submarine channels, the claudmlte
facms usually contmns intimate admmtures of sediment previously transported by free-fall and inertia-flow.
Creep (rheologm) "an mcreasmg deformation under sustained load, the rate
of stram depending on the stress" (Flugge, 1967)
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Debris flow: a slurry-flow transport mechamsm m whmh appreciable numbers of suspended clasts are present m the slurry; the term is also often used
to descnbe the deposits of such a flow
Flow~te a bed, or facms, referred to have been transported dominantly by
inertia-flow.
Fluxoturbzdlte a bed, or facies, deposited from the basal layer of a fluxoturbidity current, 1 e , a turbidity current in whmh the immediately predeposltlonal transport of the basal layer was by inertia-flow
Gram-flow a transport mechamsm m granular sediments m whmh shear is
general, every gram moving relative to its nelghbours, transfer of momentum is by mtergranular impacts that also generate a dispersive pressure, flow
is essentially laminar (= gram-flow m the mertlal regmn of Bagnold, 1956)
Gravel-flow" gram-flow m whmh the granular c o m p o n e n t compnses dominantly clasts in the gravel size range
Grawt~te a bed, or facies, referred to have been emplaced d o m m a n t l y by
grawtatlonal freefall
Hydroplastzc "hawng the property of plastmlty due to the presence of
adsorbed water films and mterstltml hqulds" (AGI glossary)
Inertza-flow "transportation of sediment in whmh grams move above the
b o t t o m but are not supported by upward components of the turbulent
movements within the flmd
the grams move dffferentmlly within the fluid
and owing to their mertla, follow hnear paths ." (Sanders, 1965, p. 329),
as so defined, the term encompasses both gram-flow and slurry-flow (q v )
Nephehte a bed, or facms, mferred to have been transported m a turbulent
fluid of very low excess density, a bottom turbid layer, such turbid layers
"differ from the usual concept of turbidity currents m that they are not
necessarily elongate in the direction of net movement, they have an oscillatory trajectory, and downslope grawty flow may be insufficient to sustam
turbidity" (Moore, 1970)
Ohsthamte a " b e d " , or facies, mferred to have been emplaced by synsedlmentary shdmg or slumping without appreciable distortion of the b o d y of
the movmg sediment mass. (N B , this usage differs from that of De Raaf
(1968) who used ohsthamte for specffmally small scale phenomena (contrast
ohsthostrome) that encompassed the entire range of subaqueous massflow
and slumping, as intended here, the term c a m e s no restnctmns as to scale,
and specifically excludes mertla-flow or hydroplastlc phenomena )
Qulckstone a bed of generally granular sediment that deforms plastmally
some time after mltml deposltmn, deformation takes place m s~tu, generally
due to hydroplastmlty (Elhston, 1963).
Sand-flow mertm-flow in which the granular c o m p o n e n t compnses dominantly sand-sized matenal
Slump-creep. a transport mechamsm mvolwng the slow glaclal-hke creep of a
previously deposited mass of sediment, such as the fill of a submarine canyon, such creep ~s intimately assocmted with slumping on all scales, and may
occur subaermlly (Nemcock, 1972) or subaqueously (Shepard and Dill, 1966)
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Slurry-flow a transport mechamsm of mertm-flow type mvolwng a suspenstun of clay grade frees m water; shear is general, and ff dispersed granular
matenal ~s present, a d~sperslve pressure generated by ordered shear velocity
changes as grams approach one another is added to the dflatant behavmur of
the fme-gramed suspensmn (= gram-flow m the wscous regmn of Bagnold,
1956)
Turbzdlte a bed, or facms, referred to have been emplaced from a turbidity
current
Turbtdzty current a gravity current m whmh the excess density causing flow
is due to autosuspended sediment (Bagnold, 1962)
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